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BACKGROUND
• Spatiotemporal frequency components in a visuomotor task are usually 

studied in isolation and using average trends in order to counter the 
trial-by-trial variability in the EEG signal 

• However, the average trends may be absent on a single trial level [1] 
and isolated features may give a fragmentary description of different 
underlying processes 

GOALS
• Move away from group averages and analyze the relation between 

behavior and EEG signal in a visuomotor task on a trial-by-trial basis
• Employ the informative co-variability in trial-by-trial signal by using 

multiple spatiotemporal multi-frequency elements for analysis

• Characterize different processes in a visuomotor task in terms of 
effective connectivity between the spatiotemporal multi-frequency 
oscillatory elements (oscillatory portraits) - 

METHODS

RESULTS
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 24 healthy adults participated in the study 
The task is a visuomotor, reach-out shooting task, where the subjects were 
instructed to reach one of three possible visual targets [2]

 EEG activity was recorded using 64-channel  
 Four ICs of interest: frontal medial (IC1), parietal medial (IC2), anterior and 
posterior blanks of central sulcus (IC3 and IC4)

 Trial categories in task:

 NR-Hit (No-rotation success) 
 NR-Miss (No-rotation failure)  

         

 RS-Hit (Rotation-strategy success) 
 RS-Miss (Rotation-strategy failure)          

 

 Ct-Miss (Catch trials) 
 AR-Miss (After effect Miss) 

Single trial spectograms were 
binned into 4 spatial (ICs), 4 
frequency (θ, α, β, γ) and 3 
temporal (pre, during and post 
movement) oscillatory  elements

Single trial Oscillatory portrait is 
composed of 48 oscillatory 
elements.

Using Generalized Linear Models 
(GLM) and Linear Mixed Models 
(LMM), oscillatory portraits are 
used to estimate effective 
connectivity and relationship 
between EEG activity and 
behavioral features 

Results:
Oscillatory elements showed (largely 
positive) correlations (functional 
connectivity) across spatial, temporal and 
spectral elements

Effective connectivity was sparser and 
had more negative dependencies.

Effective connectivity network shows 
spatial, temporal and frequency 
homophylies (stronger connections 
between similar spatial, temporal and 
frequency elements).

RESULTS

SUMMARY

Method:
Average effective connectivity network of each trial category plotted as a 
graph

Cross training: A classifier is trained on trials of one category and is used to 
predict the values of single trials of a different category
Results:

Similar but distinct effective connectivity networks for the different trial 
categories

Cross training performance were overall high across the trial categories but 
highest when classifier was trained and tested on the same trial category

Method:
Linear mixed model (random intercept model) was used to classify 
trial categories from oscillatory portraits

Performance measured as AUC of a ROC.
Results :

Trial categories could be reliably separated by classifiers trained on 
full-portraits

Portraits classify with better accuracy than the highest performing 
single element.

Method:
Generalized Linear models 
Performance (pearson correlation between actual and predicted 
values) was compared for models based on individual elements and 
portraits
Results:

Trial-by-trial values in movement duration and movement error can 
be reliably predicted from the oscillatory portraits.

Accuracy of prediction is higher for oscillatory portraits as compared 
to individual elements. 

Method:
Include movement error (black) and duration (brown) in estimating the 
effective connectivity matrix (predict which oscillatory elements predict 
movement error/duration and vice versa)

Pool together the average incoming projections (EEG predicts 
movement) and outgoing projections (movement regulates EEG) for 
both movement duration and error.
Results:

Movement duration is ascribed as top-down feature (incoming 
projections outweigh outgoing projections)

Movement error is ascribed as bottom-up feature (outgoing projections 
outweigh incoming projections)

Degree of regulation (average outgoing projections) is strongest for the 
two “Hit” trial categories

Method:
Linear mixed model with 
fixed slopes and random 
intercept/subject was used 
to predict each oscillatory 
element from the rest of 
the elements (effective 
connectivity)

Homophyly measured as 
ratio of average weight of 
each connection to their 
shuffled versions 

Effective connectivity (EC) networks describes the relationship 
between the spatiotemporal frequency elements during a visuomotor 
task

 EC networks show spatial, temporal and frequency based homophyly 
 Different trial categories are characterized by similar but distinct EC 
networks (EC networks may represent an underlying intrinsic structure 
which is topologically reoriganized depending on trial category)

 Trial categories could be reliably separated by classifiers despite the 
similar EC networks. 

 Trial-by-trial values of movement error and duration can be reliably 
predicted from oscillatory portraits

 Accuracy of prediction from oscillatory portraits is higher than that by 
single elements ( co-variability between the individual elements in 
informative and may dynamically coordinate functional processes on 
single trial level)

 Movement duration is ascribed as top-down feature (EEG predicts   
duration) whereas movement error is ascribed as a bottom-up feature 
(Error regulates EEG elements)
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